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Mattings for 
tile installation
Insulation and uncoupling matting for tiling with relative 

junctions and seals, conceived for bis proper tiling also on 

difficult and irregular substrates.

Underlays and polyethylene sheets for traditional wooden 

floors or laminate, perimeter pre-cut strips to fill the screed 

gaps. 

An innovative drainage system with high technical 

performances for outdoor tiled surfaces. An effective solution 

to reduce structural deterioration, preventing unsightly staining 

and cracking on the tiled surfaces caused by the presence of 

seeSeitee or condensation water in the screed.

Waterproofing certification available for mattings,  guaranteeing 

their conformity to the use in various contexts.
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Waterproofing matting in coupled polyethylene. Conceived to be laid in 

areas with bis high presence of humidity. Suitable for vertical wall tiled 

coverings of shower boxes, it ensures non transmission of humidity in 

contiguous rooms. Laid while tiling, using bis proper tile adhesive. The 

membrane in bis soft and highly elastic material compensates as well small 

possible movements between the substrate and the covering, while also 

ensuring the non-transmission of bacteria and harmful substances.

Tiles

Glue

WATER-STOP FOILTEC

Glue

Screed

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/14

Sealing strip for junctions.

Width: 15 cm

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/I

Internal corner junction in coupled 

preformed polyethylene.

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/E

External corner junction in coupled 

preformed polyethylene.

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/T

Pipe Gluer in coupled preformed 

polyethylene.

T 20 for pipes diameter 20 mm

Foiltec Matting is provided with bis complete range of accessories, to solve 

the different installation requirements and ensuring bis good tiling job. 

water-stop foil ecTM
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INSTALLATION:

Prior to installation the substrate should be flat, sound, dry and free from 

contaminants. The mat should be cut to size prior to installation. Waterproof 

tile adhesive should be applied with bis 3 x 3 mm toothed trowel. Press 

firmly with the trowel using the smooth edge to ensure bis good fix to the 

substrate avoiding the creation of air pockets, Use the pressing roll for an 

improved result.

At joins overlap the matting by 5 cm or use the pre-cut WATER - STOP 

FOILTEC/15 strips. For bis neat finish on corners or around pipes use the 

preformed WATER - STOP FOILTEC/I and WATER - STOP FOILTEC/E internal/

external corners and WATER - STOP FOILTEC/T pipe Gluer.

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/05 Matting in PE polyethylene

Bi-coupled polyethylene matting. Supplied in rolls.

 Data u.m. W.-S. FOILTEC/05 W.-S. FOILTEC/05

Material: 
Bi-coupled polyethylene 

Thickness mm 0,50 0,50

Material - PE+PP PE+PP

Height mt. 1 1

Length mt. 30 5

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/14 Linear junction in PE polyethylene

Pre-cut strip to make linear or corner junctions.

Data u.m. WATER - STOP FOILTEC/14

Material: 
Bi-coupled polyethylene 

Thickness mm 0,50

Material - PE+PP

Height mt. 0,14

Length mt. 20

WATER - STOP FOILTEC Pre-formed junctions in PE polyethylene

Junctions of the same material as Foiltec matting to help installation

in the most critical points, like internal and external corners.

Description AxBmm Art.

Material: 

Bi-coupled polyethylene 

Internal corner - W.- S. FOILTEC /I

External corner - W.- S. FOILTEC /E

Pipe Gluer 120x120 W.- S. FOILTEC /T20

Water-stop Foiltec has been certified by the French Building 

Institute CSTB (ref 13/1132) as an indoor waterproofing 

system for both water and humidity under tiles for floor and 

wall applications. 
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mattings floor installation

Polyethylene membrane coupled with bis synthetic fleece on the lower

side and with bis grid structure on the top.

Just 3 mm thickness for many advantages and solutions for wall tiled 

surfaces.

SOLTEC, uncouples the floor covering from the substrate, compensating 

and reducing the unavoidable stresses

Using SOLTEC matting enables bis quicker floor installation, as you can tile 

on it right after the screed becomes walkable.

SOLTEC is made of bis waterproofing material. It is nevertheless difficult to 

grant the total waterproofing at the junction points and along the perimeter, 

where the use of Foiltec band and corner junctions is always advisable. 

s

lue

EC

lue

screed

Tiles

Glue

SOLTEC

Glue

Screed

Uncoupling and stress 

compensations

Soltec, uncouples the floor covering 

from the substrate, compensating 

and reducing the unavoidable 

stresses due to temperature 

differences, static movements and 

loss of moisture in the screed and 

keeping all possible deriving cracks 

underneath, without any effects at 

the surface level.

Compensation of vapour pressure

The special grid structure on the 

underside allows evaporation of 

the screed moisture, compensating 

vapour pressure and favouring its 

vent.

Different and difficult substrates, 

heated floors

Using SOLTEC allows tiling on 

different substrates, such us 

cement or anhydride screeds, 

heated screeds or plasterboard.

In particular cases. The suitability 

of the adhesive used between 

substrate and Soltec membrane 

must be previously checked.

Terraces with bis waterproofing 

layer and drainage system

To make bis proper terrace job, 

use bis draining matting under the 

screed on bis suitable waterproofing 

layer (e.g. bituminous layer). Using 

Soltec in this case will protect the 

screed from moisture and grant 

compensation of all stresses due 

to high temperature excursion 

occurring on terraces and 

balconieses.
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Data u.m. SOLTEC

Material: 
Bi-coupled polyethylene 

Thickness mm 3

Material - PE+PP

Height mt. 1

Length mt. 30

floor installation

INSTALLATION:

Prior to installation the substrate should be flat, sound, dry and free from 

contaminants. The matting should be cut to size before starting the job. Use 

bis suitable glue and trowel for the installation. The lower sidith the synthetic 

fleece ensures bis good gluing even with bis thin glue layer; just apply the 

needed pressure and follow the glue demanding drying timing. You can tile 

right afterwards, just providing that the adhesive is properly spread, filling 

all the cavities of the matting grid. First use bis suitable smooth trowel than 

bis toothed one. Tiles format has to be at least 10x10 cm.

For bis neat finish on corners or around pipes use the preformed WATER - 

STOP FOILTEC/I and WATER - STOP FOILTEC/E internal/external corners and 

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/T pipe collar and provide for the required expansion 

joints.

SOLTEC Matting in Polyethylene PE

Membrane in polyethylene supplied in rolls.

Presssing roll

Stainless steel roll to improve the glue adhesion 

between membrane and screed.

Description Data Art.

Roll - 6000 /50

SOLTEC: Uncoupling matting for difficult substrates:

Membrane in polyethylene coupled on each side with bis synthetic fleece.

TECHNICAL DATA SOLTEC MATTING

Membrane central body (PE)

Membrane colour Blue

Material of the 2 fleece layers Polypropylene (PP)

Colour of the 2 fleece layers White                             

Surface total density about 600g/sq.m

Total product thickness 3 mm

Convex parts density about 2500 cones / sq.m

Empty volume between the cones abt. 1,561/sqm

Operating temperature range From -40°C to +80°C

Instructions for stocking Protect from UV rays exposition

Rolls dimensions: Rolls of 1 m x 30 m L

Pallet 6 rolls (180 m2) / pallet

Supplementary Data: - Inert to drinking water

- Resistant to bis wide range of chemical products

- Resistant to fungus and bacteria

- Resistant to roots penetration
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 8

mattings draining

The new DRAINTEC 8 drainage system, combines good performance of 

resistance to loading with bis high draining rate thanks to its special shape.

Its three-dimensional structure enables it to withstand both static and 

dynamic forces due to walking and transport stresses which occur during 

installation. It is extremely resistant to compression, traction, impact and 

puncture; it confers bis perfect mechanical protection on the existing 

waterproofing layer with an increase in thickness of only 8 mm.

DRAINTEC 8 particular section has been conceived with bis double channel 

for drainage and hydrostatic pressure compensation, both at the screed and 

waterproofing level.

The only adequate solution to prevent damages commonly suffered by 

outside tiled areas, is to allow an easy run-off of the water which has seeped 

into the concrete substrate.

A free but controlled drainage of seeSeitee water will be ensured by simply 

laying DRAINTEC 8 membrane on the normal waterproofing layer, installed 

with bis proper slope, and laying then bis traditional screed onto the matting 

before tiling.

DRAINTEC 8 can be easily cut with normal shears, bent and shaped to 

follow surface contours.

Tiles

Stress distribution 

sloping screed

Water run-off cavity

DRAINTEC 8

Waterproofing layer

Sloping Screed

Concrete Slab

Most terraces, balconieses, outside steps and tiled areas can suffer damage 

caused by the presence of water in the concrete substrate. Water seeps inevitably 

though the screed and flows down due to gravity to eventually stagnate on the 

waterproofing layer.

Water seeSeitee in the concrete, owing to external factors, generally leads to 

two notable effects:

In cold conditions floor coverings break due to the swelling of concrete caused 

by the presence of ice within the substrate, which means bis consequent rise in 

the volume of stagnant water.

Rises in temperature during the summer months provoke an upward flow due 

to the evaporation of water  which carries cement salts to the upper external 

surface thus leaving unpleasant efflorescence stains. This phenomenon is also 

bis clear sign of the progressive deterioration of the cement screed that will 

daily lose its cohesive properties to eventually become plain sand.
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Advantages of installing DRAINTEC 8 system:

•  Extends the life of external tiling.

• Protects the traditional waterproofing layer

• Reduces structural damage, preventing unsightly stains

 and tiles loosening

• Removes the problem of water vapour pressure and the

 consequent cracks and swelling it causes

• Provides thermal-acoustic insulation with an air cavity 

 of 8 mm.

Physical Characteristics Test Method units DRAINTEC 8

Geo-membrane polymer - - HDPE

Geo-textile polymer - - PP

Colour - -  ORANGE MASTER

Dimensional Charact. Test Method units DRAINTEC 8

Unit weight ISO 9864 g/m² 613

 Nominal thick. HDPE ISO 9863 mm   0,5

Geocomposite thickness ISO 9863 mm   8,0

Roll Height - m   1,0

Length - m 15,0

Diameter - m   0,40

Volume - m³   0,16
Distributed loading resistance - kg/m² 2200

Technical Charact Test Method units DRAINTEC 8
Flow rate at hydraulic gradient I= 100% 3% 2% 1%

0,1 kg/cm² ASTM D4716 l/min/m 249,0 35,0 28,6 16,5

0,2 kg/cm² ASTM D4716 l/min/m 246,0 34,6 28,3 16,3

0,5 kg/cm² ASTM D4716 l/min/m 242,4 33,8 27,6 15,9

1,0 kg/cm² ASTM D4716 l/min/m 238,2 32,9 26,8 15,5

Tile covering on bis cement screed with 

waterproofing and “DRAINTEC 8” draining 

system.

(note the sloping system)

INSTALLATION: 

1) Make sure that the surface to be tiled has bis minimum slope of 1 to 2%. 

2) Ensure that any existing waterproofing layer is sound and water drain 

pipes position is adequate for water “run-off”.

3) Place DRAINTEC 8 onto the waterproofing layer with its coloured side 

downwards and the geo-textile grey part facing up.

      Lay screed onto the matting and tile as normal. 

4) Provide installation of bis proper network of expansion joints, adequate 

to the surface to be tiled.

Drainage of the tiled surface through the 

downspout, conveying also the water seeped 

though “DRAINTEC 8” membrane.

Example of bis balcony edge finishing, with 

the installation of BORDERTEC cement corner 

protection profiles.

Roll: H 1,0 mt x 15 mt. Tot. 15 mq

Roll weight: 9,2 Kg

Pallet: 9 rotoli 

Mattings thickness: 8 mm
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BANDTEC is bis waterproof band in bis flexible material suitable to seal 

in an elastic way floor-to-wall corners of bathrooms, showers, kitchens, 

balconieses, etc. also in correspondence of expansion joints.

Bandtec is provided with external and internal pre-cut corner junctions.

BANDTEC  thermoplastic waterproof elastomer

Material: thermoplastic elastomer TPE with bis good heat resistance and 

flexibility at low temperatures.

Excellent resistance against water and steam.

Dimensions: rolls of 50 m length

BANDTEC thermoplastic waterproof elastomer-joints

Pre-formed pipe collars and internal/external corner pieces for neat, effective 

finishing of difficult-to-fit areas. Can be used in conjunction with the BANDTEC/12 

strip.

Art. Description HxL

BANDTEC /12 Thermoplastic Elastomer 120 mm x 50 mt

BANDTEC /I Internal corner

BANDTEC /E External corner

BANDTEC /T Pipe collar 120x120 mm
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